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Abstract 
The aim of this study is to know what a mathematics teacher can do in the class to vary the type of 
language used in the textbook. The methodology was qualitative (case study). Data were collected 
from the written registers of a group of students with four elements (aged 11-13), the teacher’s notes 
and the textbook used in their school. We characterized the 84 tasks (total of 96 questions) presented 
in their textbook related to the notions of perimeter and area of plane figures in middle school (6th 
grade). The results showed that the questions of the tasks had a statement which involved verbal and 
visual language types (62/96); a statement with verbal language (25/96), a statement with three types 
of languages (8/96) and a statement with verbal and symbolic language (1/96). We found 81 
transformations limited to the same language: symbolic language (53/81), visual (22/81) and verbal 
(6/81). Transformations which involved two language types were found as following: (i) from visual to 
symbolic (56/88); (ii) from verbal to symbolic (17/88); (iii) from visual to verbal (7/88); (iv) from verbal 
to visual (7/88); and (v) from symbolic to verbal (1/88). Among the analysed tasks, 65% of the 
questions contained a verbal and visual statement which required symbolic language answers. In 
general, in these transformations the answers are few. We considered this as a limitation because 
there are no multiple representations for the same mathematical object. To overcome this limitation, 
the teacher needs to have the intention to recreate the tasks and has to persuade the students to do 
the same. We concluded that this textbook does not reflect an equal importance on the different types 
of language, giving more importance to the symbolic representations and conversions from visual to 
symbolic language. However, if the teacher values all types of language one must recreate the 
textbook tasks as students carryout their tasks. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Mathematics objects are abstractions that do not exist in real world. They can be replaced by semiotic 
representations, which are very important components in the teaching and learning process ([1], [2], 
[3]). Goldin defines a representation by a configuration that can replace any entity ([4]). When students 
have the flexibility to change different representations to the same mathematical object, they develop 
the understanding and the mathematical reasoning ([5]). 

The most common representations used in mathematic class and in textbooks are in verbal, symbolic 
and visual languages. Each of these languages has specific codes and rules and each adapts better 
or worse to a specific learning or teaching situation. For example, verbal language is essential to 
argumentation, visual language is important to visualization and symbolic language to the 
generalization. Multiple representations are essential for abstraction and understanding of the 
mathematical contents ([1], [2], [3], [5]). 

Textbooks are a generalized pedagogical resource at the service of the school. In this way, textbooks 
play an important role in mathematics class. The structure and organization of teaching and learning 
are frequently based in the textbook. Many teachers depend of them to organize their classes and 
students based their autonomous activity in the tasks of the textbooks ([6]). Research on school 
textbooks is vast ([7]). There are historical studies that compare textbooks of different times, studies 
which goal is their evolution, studies about specific theme, or their exploration or process, namely the 
problem solution, and many others. The same authors refer a study that occur in Portugal by João 
Janeiro, in 2005, that of teachers interviewed, 95% value didactic aspects of the discipline, 63% value 
the mathematic aspects, 61% value verbal language and 52% value visual language  as essential for 
the quality of the textbook. 
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In middle school, Geometry contents, namely the content Plane figures - Perimeter and area is one of 
the contents which involved and required a variety of representations in that three types of language: 
verbal, symbolic and visual ([8]). Considering the importance of textbooks in the teaching and learning 
process, the following research question was stated:  

Does the textbook Matemática sob Investigação 6 (MSI6) manifest the importance of multiple 
languages on the chapter about Plane figures - Perimeter and area? 

For this question, we defined a specific goal to characterize the languages used in the tasks’ 
statement in the chapter Plane figures – Perimeter and area, and to describe the transformations of 
languages that the resolution of the tasks requires. And to know what the mathematics teacher can do 
to vary the type of language in textbook. 

2 METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Data 
In order to comply with the proposed goal, a qualitative analysis (case study) was used ([9]). Data 
were collected from the written registers of a group of students with four elements (11-13 years old), 
the teacher’s notes and the textbook used in participants’ school. The textbook was approved by the 
Ministry of Education for Mathematics (6th grade). It is composed of two volumes and it name is 
Matemática sob Investigação 6 (MSI6) ([10]). 

The chapter analysed called Plane Figures - Perimeter and area. This chapter is in the second volume 
and has 84 tasks. These, 12 tasks introduce the theme, and the others are situations with the aim to 
consolidate the mathematical content. 

2.2 Data analyses 
We characterized the 84 tasks (total of 96 questions) presented in the textbook related with these 
geometrical contents. We considered three types of languages: symbolic, verbal and visual. 

1 We analysed each task to identify the languages used in the statement of each question of the 
task. In a second phase, we identified the transformations of languages which the answers of 
the tasks required. Two categories of analysis were formed: (i) Identification of the languages 
used in the questions of tasks’ statements (verbal, visual and symbolic); (ii) Transformations of 
languages in the expected answer to each question: Inside one language type or between 
languages. In this case, in according to the initial or final language subcategories were formed.  

2 We identified the type of representation that students used in their written registers, and 
selected the ones they chose another representation than the one expected. 

All categories and subcategories formed are in Table 1. 

Table 1.  Categories and subcategories of analysis used. 

Categories Subcategories 

Languages 
(used in the statement task) 

Verbal 
Verbal and visual 

Verbal and symbolic 
Verbal, symbolic and visual 

Transformations of languages 
(in the expected answer to the tasks 
and in the answers of the students) 

Inside same 
language type 

Symbolic 
 Visual  
Verbal 

Between languages 

From visual to symbolic 
From verbal to symbolic 

From visual to verbal 
From verbal to visual 

From symbolic to verbal 
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3 RESULTS 

3.1 Languages of the statement of the tasks 
Table 2 shows the categories of the languages in the questions’ statement, theirs subcategories and 
its frequency (absolute) in the questions of the tasks’ statement. 

Table 2.  Subcategories of language found in the questions of tasks’ statement. 

Categories Subcategories Frequency (n = 96) 

Languages 
(used in the statement task) 

Verbal 
Verbal and visual 

Verbal and symbolic 
Verbal, symbolic and visual 

25 
62 
1 
8 

Fig. 1 shows one example of each subcategory: in verbal language; verbal and symbolic; verbal and 
visual and in the three types of language (verbal, visual and symbolic). 

  

  

Figure 1. Statement in verbal language (up, on the left); Statement in verbal and symbolic language  
(up, on the right); Statement in verbal and visual language (below, on the left); Statement in verbal,  

symbolic and visual languages (below, on the right). 

3.2 Transformations of languages 
We found transformations which involved one language type (verbal or visual or symbolic) and 
transformations which involved two language types (one is the initial representation and the other one 
is the final representation). Table 3 shows transformations found and the frequency of each 
subcategory. 

Table 3.  Transformations found. 

Categories Subcategories Frequency (n = 81) 

Transformations of 
languages 

(which answer to the 
tasks requires) 

One language 
type 

Symbolic 
Visual 
Verbal 

53 
22 
6 

  Frequency (n = 88) 

Two language 
types 

Visual to symbolic 
Verbal to symbolic 

Visual to verbal 
Verbal to visual 

Symbolic to verbal 

56 
17 
7 
7 
1 
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We expect 73 transformations to the symbolic language. These, 56 have the visual language as initial 
representation and seven as final representation. In the same way, 73 transformations have symbolic 
language as final representation and one as initial one. We expected 24 transformations in verbal 
language as initial representation and eight as final representation. 

3.2.1 Selected tasks 

We selected three tasks of the category more frequent (statement with verbal and visual languages) in 
which we expected answers of different languages. Task 8 introduced the theme, Task 4 was a 
routine exercise and Task 1 had the aim of reviewing the content.  

Task 8 (Fig. 2) was about the perimeter of the circle and we expected a symbolic answer. 

Its statement was written in verbal (words) and visual 
language (image and table). Students should 
measure the diameter and the perimeter of three 
circular lids and fill the table in question 3 of the task. 

Then they should compare the diameter with the 
perimeter in three lids and to find a relationship 
between the values found (perimeter is 
approximately the triple of the diameter or diameter 
is approximately the third part of the perimeter). 

It was expected that they transformed the 
representations in visual and verbal language of the 
statement of the task to symbolic representations 
and they should find an approximate value for the 
perimeter to each of the three lids. 

It was expected that students used symbolic 
languages in questions 3, 4, 5 and 6 and verbal 
language in the last question of the task. 

It was expected that students made transformations 
of representations in symbolic languages.  

Figure 2. Task 8 – Perimeter of the circle. 

Task 4 (Fig. 3) is a routine exercise which required a transformation from visual language to symbolic 
one. 

  
Figure 3. Task 4 – Regular polygon. 

Its statement was written in verbal (words) and visual language (image). Students should determine 
the length of the side of the regular polygon. It was expected that (i) students transformed the 
representations in visual and verbal language of the task’s statement in verbal and symbolic 
representations; (ii) students used symbolic or/and verbal languages; (iii) students made 
transformations of representations in verbal and symbolic languages. 

Task 1 (Fig. 4) was a reviewing task of the notions of the area and the perimeter of the rectangle, and 
we expected an answer in verbal and symbolic language. Its statement was written in verbal (words) 
and visual language (image and table). 
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Students should construct 3 rectangles (A, B and C) 
with 14 toothpicks and complete the table with: the 
length, the width, the area and the perimeter of each 
rectangle constructed (question 1.1). 

Then they should compare the perimeter and the area 
of the three rectangles and to find a relationship 
between the values found (all rectangles had the same 
perimeter but different areas; area was bigger when 
the difference between length and width was smaller) 
(questions 1.2; 1.3, and 1.4). 

In the question 2, students had compared the 
perimeter of the rectangles if they had the same area 
(36 square units). 

It was expected that (i) students transformed the 
representations in visual and verbal language of the 
statement of the task to representations in verbal and 
symbolic languages; (ii) students used symbolic 
languages in questions 1.1 and 2.1 and verbal 
language in the other questions of the task; (iii) 
students made transformations of representations in 
verbal and symbolic languages.  

Figure 4. Task 1 – Area and perimeter. 

3.3 Students’ answers – Languages and Transformations of languages 
One of the established classroom rules is that students must write all the reasoning that they do. For 
these they can use any language type or combination of languages. Consequently, the answers can 
belong to only one system of languages or to several. Fig. 5 shows the students’ answer to Task 8. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 – Languages and languages’ transformations to Task 8 (Students’ work). 
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Fig. 6 shows the students’ answer to Task 4. 

 

 

 

Figure 6 - Languages and languages’ transformations to Task 4 (Students’ work). 

Fig. 7 shows the students’ answer to Task 1. 

 

 

Figure 7 - Languages and languages’ transformations to Task 1 (Students’ work). 

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
Many teachers value the verbal and visual languages ([7]) and the schoolbook is one of the most 
important pedagogical resources in the mathematics classes ([6]). Multiple representations (in different 
language types) are essential to student’s understanding of mathematical contents ([1], [2], [3], [5]). 
However, in the set of the tasks analysed we concluded that despite the tasks had a verbal and visual 
statement, the same originated answers in symbolic language. These answers with one single 
representation’s type allowed few transformations. As consequence, the students had little freedom to 
recreate the representations used. We considered this a limitation because there were no multiple 
representations for the same mathematical object. To overcome this limitation, the teacher needed to 
have the intention to recreate the tasks (or representations) and had to persuade the students to do 
the same (Fig. 5, 6 and 7). We concluded that this textbook does not reflect an equal importance on 
the different types of languages, giving more importance to the symbolic representations and 
conversions from visual to symbolic language. However, if the teacher values all types of language 
one must recreate the textbook tasks as students carryout their tasks. 
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